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Bears on Chairs 
by Shirley Parenteau 

Four chairs. Four adorable bears. All is well until Big Brown Bear shows up -- what a stare -- and 

wants a seat. Can these clever bears put their heads together (among other things) and make space 

for one more? – Sarasota County Library 

 

I Am Sharing 
By Mercer Mayer 

Sharing can be hard--but Little Critter always tries his best to share everything with Little Sister, from 

his crayons to his puppy. Now, if he could only teach her to share back! A funny, realistic, and 

reassuring look at a child's struggle to give up (however temporarily) “my stuff.” - Amazon 

How to Share with a Bear 
By Eric Pinder  

One cold day, Thomas builds a cave of pillows and blankets where he can read, but when he goes to 

get a flashlight, a young "bear" goes inside and nothing Thomas does discourages the bear from 

being near him. – Sarasota County Library 

 

I Can Share! 

By Karen Katz 

You can't have my bike! But maybe I'll let you take it for a ride! Learning to share is one of the harder 

social rules for little ones to follow, but with this sweet book, it will be a little easier. This 8x8 book has 

sturdy pages for little hands! - Amazon 

 

Clark the Shark Dares to Share 

By Bruce Hale  

Join Clark the Shark as he discovers the true meaning of sharing and caring in this colorful read-

aloud picture book. In Clark the Shark Dares to Share, our favorite boisterous shark learns that 

sharing is caring—but sometimes the lesson is a little confusing. - Amazon 

http://www.amazon.com/Shirley-Parenteau/e/B002BM1OB4/ref=dp_byline_cont_book_1
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Should I Share My Ice Cream? 

By Mo Willems 

Gerald must decide if he should share his ice cream before it's too late. – Sarasota County Library 

Peanut & Fifi have a ball 
by Randall de Sève 

Squabbling over a toy ball, two sisters ultimately learn that playing together is even more fun. – Sarasota 

County Library 

Share and Take Turns 
By Cheri J. Meiners M.Ed 

Sharing is a social skill all children need to learn—the sooner the better. Concrete examples and 

reinforcing illustrations help children practice sharing, understand how and why to share, and realize 

the benefits of sharing. Includes a note to teachers and parents, additional information for adults, and 

activities. - Amazon 

Llama Llama Time to Share 

By Anna Dewdney 

Llama Llama doesn't want to share his toys with his new neighbors. But when fighting leads to broken toys 

and tears, Llama learns that it's better to share. – Sarasota County Library 

Share 

By Sally Anne Garland 

When Bunny's little cousin visits, her mother tells her over and over that she must share. But her cousin 

wants to do everything Bunny does. But by the end, an exasperated Bunny discovers the real value of 

sharing. – Sarasota County Library 

http://www.amazon.com/Randall-de-S%C3%A8ve/e/B001JRYK18/ref=dp_byline_cont_book_1
http://www.amazon.com/s/ref=dp_byline_sr_book_1?ie=UTF8&text=Cheri+J.+Meiners+M.Ed.&search-alias=books&field-author=Cheri+J.+Meiners+M.Ed.&sort=relevancerank

